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Executive Summary
There has been growing concern about the numbers of injuries and deaths occurring as a result of
the use of all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) or „Quad bikes‟. Safety regulators, agricultural and transport
research institutes, farming associations, state coroners and vehicle distributors have all expressed
opinions on how to improve the safety of Quad bike users.
ISCRR is undertaking a literature review at the request of WorkSafe Victoria, to assess the efficacy
of a crush protection device which can be fitted to Quad bikes, called the „Quad Bar‟. Other similar
existing devices will also be examined.
Eighteen reference items were reviewed, including two that reported statistical data on Quad bike
injuries and deaths, four that presented experimental data on roll or crush protection devices, five
that presented simulation data for protection devices and one item that presented both
experimental and simulation results. Four additional publications were primarily critiques of some
of these items. Two references included opposing position statements on the adoption of CPDs.
It was found that:
Quad bikes were the leading cause of death on Australian farms in 2011, accounting for
around one-third of fatalities. These deaths commonly resulted from chest, head or spinal
injuries. Children under 14 years and older people over 45 years were the most common
victims;
Various simulation programs (including MADYMO, ATB and MATD) were adapted and
used by researchers to model Quad bike accident scenarios. A large number of
shortcomings were identified with these models. Most importantly, none of the models were
able to predict asphyxiation fatalities which accounted for 40% of Australian Quad bike roll
over deaths;
The computer simulations were loosely based on Quad bike incident descriptions provided
by the UK Health and Safety Executive and the US Consumer Product Safety Committee.
In general, these incident descriptions were extremely brief and contained insufficient
information to accurately define the accident scenarios;
Many assumptions and interpretations were made by the researchers attempting to
simulate these scenarios, most of which had the potential to significantly alter the
simulation results. A clear and agreed interpretation of data by researchers and a defined
test methodology is required in order to minimise variations in findings by researchers.
Several issues were identified with the methods used to model the different terrains,
particularly the ground stiffness and friction coefficients chosen, and the extreme length of
the slopes commonly modelled. These factors appear to have generated roll dynamics and
injury outcomes which are potentially inaccurate;
The Dynamic Research Inc. (DRI)
unexplained shift in the nature of the
injuries and virtually eliminating chest
by the simulations removed much of
reduce the simulated rider injuries;

research in particular caused a substantial and
injuries predicted, dramatically over-predicting head
injuries. This shift in the nature of injuries predicted
the potential for crush protection devices tested to

The method described by ISO 13232 for calculating risk benefit ratios was found to be
extremely susceptible to influences from a range of factors including: the test scenarios
chosen, the inherent variability in each case, and the methods used to compare minor, nonpermanent injuries with fatalities;
Experimental tests conducted by the University of Southern Queensland indicate that the
Quad Bar CPD is successful in arresting and preventing the roll of a driverless Quad bike
for both side roll and back flip scenarios. These results indicate the potential effectiveness
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of the Quad Bar and other similar CPDs in preventing rider injuries and fatalities due to low
speed roll over incidents;
The Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries (FCAI) is an industry body which represents
the major importers and distributors of Quad bikes within Australia, including Suzuki,
Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Polaris and Bombardier. The FCAI‟s strong opposition to the
fitment of CPDs in general and the Quad Bar in particular was found to be based on the
research produced by Failure Analysis Associates and DRI. Their reasons for rejecting
such devices cannot be supported given the major problems with the research
methodologies identified by this review.
This review identifies serious issues with the simulation methods used and the nature of incidents
tested to predict the effect of crush protection devices on Quad bike roll over injuries and fatalities.
Limited experimental and simulation results indicate that the Quad Bar crush protection device
demonstrates potential to reduce rider harm in such events. Further research conducted by
researchers with experience in the field is needed to fully examine these potential benefits.
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Executive summary of limitations identified in the existing research:

#

Limitation

Refer to Pgs

1

ROPS / CPD experiments lack any comparisons with baseline case.

p15-16

2

Experiments utilise inappropriately high speeds.

p15-16

Potentially unlikely set of Quad bike incidents commonly simulated.

p16-17,
p20-21,
p33-34

4

Accuracy of recorded incidents, particularly slope angles problematic.

p16, p33

5

Insufficient details to accurately model the reported incidents.

p17, p28

6

Insufficient number of incidents simulated.

p18, p27

7

A large number of assumptions were required to define simulated cases.

8

Inconsistency in the interpretation of AIS injury codings.

p16, p33

9

Unknown systematic variation of simulation conditions, and mass
multiplication of simulated incidents.

p22, p34

Inconsistencies in the simulation programs used and their capabilities.

p27, p28,
p34

11

All simulations unable to predict asphyxiation fatalities.

p28, p34

12

Inappropriate ground stiffness, energy absorption and friction
characteristics.

p28, p34

Unrealistically high slope angles and length of slopes simulated.

p16, p19,
p20, p27,
p34

No evidence of correlation between recorded and simulated injuries.

p22, p2829, p34

15

Potentially unlikely initial rider positioning and hand grip forces.

p22, p23

16

Simulations which do not consider likely misuse scenarios, i.e. no helmet or
seatbelts not fitted.

p15, p18,
p21

17

Assumption that Quad bike roll events can be wholly attributed to vehicle
“misuse”.

p20

18

Unexplained shift in the nature and location of injuries predicted by
simulations compared to incident reports.

p28

19

Reported Risk / Benefit ratio skewed by severity of the incident cases
chosen for simulation.

p27, p34

20

Reported Risk / Benefit ratio averaged across all incidents and levels of
injury severity.

p27, p34

21

Requirement for ROPS/CPDs devices to demonstrate a 7% risk/benefit ratio
in order to be considered beneficial.

p27, p29

22

Experimental Quad bike roll tests lacked an instrumented dummy.

3

10

13

14

p27-28, p33

p25-26
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1

Introduction

There has been growing concern about the numbers of injuries and deaths occurring as a result of
the use of all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) or „Quad bikes‟.
ISCRR is undertaking a literature review at the request of WorkSafe Victoria, to assess the efficacy
of an anti-crush device called the „Quad Bar‟, or the efficacy of similar existing devices. This type of
device is generally retro-fitted to Quad bikes.
WorkSafe has made an important distinction between Roll Over Protection Systems (ROPS) and
Crush Protection Devices (CPDs). The focus of this review is on crush protection devices, but
other devices are referred to where appropriate.
This review has been overseen by a committee comprising, from ISCRR, Alex Collie (Chief
Research Officer), Samantha Barker (Senior Project Manager) and Andrew Palagyi (Research
Assistant), from WorkSafe (Victoria), Bruce Gibson, Yossi Berger (AWU), and Tony Lower
(University of Sydney).
The review has been conducted by Dr Scott Wordley of the Department of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering at Monash University and Dr Bruce Field, a forensic engineer from BW
Field Pty Ltd (and formerly Associate Professor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at
Monash University). Appendix A contains a summary of the authors‟ C.Vs.
ISCRR initially supplied a large range of materials to be considered for the review. The
investigators subsequently identified many other relevant items, some of which are included in the
20 primary references (designated with the “R” prefix). The additional items include technical
papers and standards not directly related to Quad bikes, anecdotal reports, and newspaper or
online articles. Bibliographic details of these additional items are included in the reference list, but
their contents have not been included in the review.
The 20 primary reference items include: two that reported statistical data on Quad bike injuries and
deaths in Australia and Victoria, denoted R1 and R2 respectively; four items that present
experimental data on roll or crush protection devices- the Dahle ROPS (R3) and the Quad Bar
CPD (R10, R11 and R12);, five items that present simulation data for protection devices - T-Bar
and U-Bar CPD‟s (R4), MUARC ROPS (R5 and R6), the Quad Bar CPD (R7 and R8); and one
item that presents both experimental and simulation results (R9). Apart from R6 and R8, additional
publications, (R13, R14, R15 and R16), were primarily critiques of some of these items.
References R17 to R20 include various position statements from key stakeholders on the possible
adoption of CPD‟s.
This review briefly summarises the contents of each of the first 12 reference items that contain
experimental and/or simulation data. It then proceeds to summarise the critiques (R6, R8 and R13
– R16). Finally, the review paraphrases the four policy position references.
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2

Table of Abbreviations
Abbreviation
ACAHS
AIS
ANPR

Stands for
Australian Centre for Agricultural Health and Safety
Abbreviated Injury Scale
Advanced Notice of Proposed Rule Making

ATB

Articulated Total Body

ATV

All Terrain Vehicle

AWU

Australian Workers’ Union

CPD

Crush Protection Device

CPSC

Consumer Product Safety Commission

DRI
DRI/ATB1
FCAI

Dynamic Research Inc.
DRI’s proprietary version of ATB
Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries

HWSA

Heads of Workplace Safety Authorities

ISCRR

Institute for Safety, Compensation and Recovery Research

ISO
MADYMO
MATD
NCIS
NFIDC
NZ

International Organisation for Standardisation
Mathematical Dynamic Model
Motorcycle Anthropomorphic Test Dummy
National Coroners’ Information System
National Farm Injury Data Centre
New Zealand

PROPS

Passive Roll Over Protective Structure

RACS

Royal Australasian College of Surgeons

ROPS

Roll Over Protective Structure or System

SVIA

Specialty Vehicle Institute of America

TEG

Technical Engineering Group

UK HSE

United Kingdom Health and Safety Executive

USQ

University of Southern Queensland

UTV

Utility Task Vehicle

VISU

Victorian Injury Surveillance Unit
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3

Definitions and Nomenclature

Clear definition and differentiation is required with respect to several important terms used in this
review:
„Quad bike‟ or „All-Terrain Vehicle‟?
This review will examine the use of four wheeled, motorised bikes, having a straddle seat and
handlebars. Such bikes are commonly referred to as either Quad bikes, or All-Terrain Vehicles
(ATVs). For clarity and simplicity, this review will henceforth refer to these vehicles exclusively as
Quad bikes. In instances where a vehicle has been described as an ATV by the original authors,
the term Quad bike will be used in its place. Three wheeled motorbikes (which were phased out of
the market in the late 1980s) and larger „side-by-side‟ vehicles (also known as Utility Task
Vehicles) are not considered Quad bikes, and as such do not fall within the scope of this work.
ROPS, PROPS or CPD?
This review will largely focus on the use of crush protection devices (CPDs) on Quad bikes,
particularly the Australian-designed Quad Bar. Some testing and simulation of Roll Over Protective
Structures (ROPS) devices will also be provided. In the past, various authors have used the
umbrella term „Roll Over Protective Structure‟, or even „Roll Over Protection System‟ to describe
devices which are more correctly categorised as CPDs. For the purposes of this review, CPDs will
be distinguished from ROPS, and PROP on the following basis:
ROPS:
A Roll Over Protective Structure or System (ROPS), is a external frame or structure which
forms a compartment to protect the rider from injuries caused by vehicle overturns and to
a lesser extent, collisions. Such structures may also incorporate crushable components
designed to absorb energy during a crash and reduce the magnitude of vehicle and rider
accelerations during these events. A ROPS „system‟ generally incorporates additional
operator restraints, such as seatbelts, to ensure that the rider remains within the
protective structure during the roll or crash event. ROPS are commonly used on heavy
vehicles such as earth-moving equipment and tractors, high performance on-road vehicles
such as race cars, and high speed off-road vehicle such as buggies. ROPS designs for
Quad bikes proposed by Dahle, Johnson, and MUARC will be examined in this review.
PROPS:
The term Passive Roll Over Protective Structure has also been employed at times to
denote smaller and less intrusive ROPS structures which do not employ rider restraints. In
the context of this review, such devices will be classified and referred to as Crush
Protection Devices (CPDs).
CPD:
A Crush Protection Device is a structure designed to form a protective space between the
bike and the ground in the event of roll over. Such devices aim to prevent or reduce rider
injuries incurred due to crushing or asphyxiation. In general, CPDs are not designed to be
used with occupant restraints, thereby allowing the use of active riding techniques and
rider separation from the vehicle during loss of control events. CPD designs including the
UK HSE U-Bar, the NZ T-Bar and the Robertson V-Bar (later renamed the Quad Bar) will
be examined. For clarity and simplicity, where these devices have been termed as ROPS
(or even PROPS) by the original authors, such designations have been changed to CPD
for the course of this review.
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4

Overview of References Reviewed

This work will review a total of 20 primary references which were identified as most relevant to the
issue of Quad bike safety in Australia. As shown in Table 1, these references have been ordered
and grouped according to their content using the following categories:
Quad bike fatality and injury data;
Experimental testing of ROPS and CPDs for Quad bikes;
Computer simulations of ROPS and CPDs for Quad bikes; and
Critiques of these experiments and simulations
Policy and position statements made by industry and government bodies relating to the
fitment of ROPS / CPDs.
This report will summarise the salient data and conclusions from each of these references in turn.
Where required, additional supplementary references are called upon, and are listed at the end of
the review.
Statistics published by the Australian Centre for Agricultural Health and Safety (ACAHS) and the
Victorian Injury Surveillance Unit (VISU) are first examined to provide context and define the
magnitude of the issue. This data illustrates the number of Australians and Victorians who have
died or reported injuries whilst riding Quad bikes in the last decade. Some trends are observed
regarding the demographics of injured/deceased persons and the circumstances surrounding the
incidents.
This review found only a small number of organisations worldwide that have published
experimental tests or simulations relating to Quad bike roll overs. The relevant research conducted
by American private consulting firms Failure Analysis Associates and Dynamic Research
Incorporated (DRI) will be reviewed and compared with similar studies performed by Monash
University and the University of Southern Queensland. Due to considerable disagreement in the
field concerning the findings of these works, a range of published critiques are acknowledged and
reviewed before an overall assessment is made as to the strengths and weaknesses of the various
claims and counter claims. The policy positions communicated by the Australian Federal Chamber
of Automotive Industries on behalf of Quad bike distributor / manufacturers, the Australian Centre
for Agricultural Health and Safety, the Australasian College of Surgeons and the Australian
Workers‟ Union are then considered in the context of this assessment.
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Table 1: Primary review references
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5

Review of References

R1

Quad bike rollover deaths in Australia (2001-09)
Year:

2010

Authors:

Lower, T., Fragar, L. and Herde, E.

Organisation(s):

Australian Centre for Agricultural Health and Safety (ACAHS)

Relevance:

Recent statistics on Quad bike fatalities in Australia

A register of all deaths associated with Quad bike use in Australia has been maintained by the
National Farm Injury Data Centre (NFIDC) since 2003. The NFIDC is a component of the
Australian Centre for Agricultural Health and Safety, at the University of Sydney. This register is
based on information sourced from the National Corners‟ Information System (NCIS) and incidents
are coded using the Farm Injury Optimal Dataset21. This enables a detailed analysis of each case
with consideration of human, mechanical and environmental risk factors that lead to the injury
event. Lower et al. under took a detailed review of this dataset as part of a report prepared for and
presented at the 2010 HWSA Trans-Tasman Quad Bike (Engineering) Group meetingR16, and
examined the nature of fatal Quad bike crash events between January 2001 and December 2009.
This work appears to update and extend a previous paper from the same institute, which considers
data up until 200522.
The more recent report showed that:
-

Of the 127 Quad bike fatalities registered for the period, only eight cases could not be
classified as either a roll over or non-roll over incident. Of the remaining 119 cases, 56
(47%) were roll overs.

-

Roll overs accounted for 59% of on-farm and 18% of non-farm deaths

-

Of the on-farm, work-related deaths, 68% of deaths were associated with the Quad bike
rolling over and crushing the victim.

-

Of the on-farm, non-work-related deaths, 50% of deaths were also associated with roll over
of the machine.

-

48 of the 53 roll over deaths (90%) where location was known occurred on a farm.

Activity being performed at time of incident
The activities being performed at the time of the incident in the 56 cases where roll over occurred
are summarised in Table 2. These results show that Recreation/Leisure, Weed Control and
Mustering were the most common activities undertaken at the time of the fatality.

Age associated with roll over fatalities
Children (<14 years) and older people (>45 years) accounted for 46 of the total 56 fatalities
recorded, as shown in Figure 1. By contrast, only ten persons aged in the range between 15 and
44 years were killed in Quad bike roll overs in the period.

Body part injured (as cause of death) resulting from roll over
Lower et al. summarise the part of body injured as the primary cause of death, where the
mechanism of the event could be categorized into either a roll over or non-roll over event. Roll over
deaths were found to be primarily associated with asphyxiation or respiratory difficulty (n=14), head
injury (n=11), chest (n=6) and spine injuries (n=4). This compares with injuries from non-roll overs
where multiple injuries (n=17) and head (n=17) were observed to predominate.
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Table 2: Rollover cases by activity at time of injury event R1
Activity at time of Event*
Number of Roll over Deaths
Mustering Cattle
4
Mustering Sheep
2
Feeding/ Watering Stock
1
Inspecting Stock
1
Inspecting Property
3
Weed Control
10
Other Maintenance NEC
1
Transport/ Travelling
4
Recreation/ Leisure Activity
13
Unknown (no detail)
13
Collecting mail
1
Stone Collecting on cultivated paddock
1
Household - Lawn Mowing / Gardening
1
Hunting - kangaroo shooting
1
TOTAL
56
*Descriptions of activities are derived directly from coronial descriptions
Table 3: Presence and types of loads involved with roll over fatalitiesR1
Number of Cases
Presence of Load
Yes
20
No
33
Unknown
3
Nature of Load
Spray Unit
10
Trailer attached
2
Passenger(s)
7
Towing steel post
1

Figure 1: Roll over deaths by age group.R1
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Presence and type of load associated with roll over fatalities
Data on the presence of additional loads in the fatality incidents is presented in Table 3. Additional
loads (including passengers) were observed in 20 of the 56 roll over cases, with the most common
loads being spray units (n=10) and passengers (n=7). Trailers were present in only 2 cases.

Terrain, slope and surface conditions associated with roll over fatalities
When taken together, terrain described as embankments, river/creek/dam banks, gullies,
mountains, earthen tank walls and hills accounted for 23 of the reported 56 incidents. Fifteen
incidents contained no report of the prevailing terrain. With regards to the descriptions of slope,
level ground was reported in only 7 cases, slight or undulating terrain in 10 cases, and steep or
sheer terrain in 20 cases. Slope was not reported in 23 of the 56 cases. Surface conditions were
unreported or unknown in the vast majority of cases (42 of 56).

Brand and engine capacity associated with roll over fatalities
Quad bike brand was recorded in 25 cases, and the major manufacturers Honda, Suzuki and
Yamaha had a similar rate of representation with six, seven and six cases respectively.
Bombardier, John Deer, Kawasaki and Polaris Quad bikes were each present in between one and
three incidents. No obvious correlations were evident with regard to bike engine size or brand.

R2

Proportion of Victorian Hospital Admissions for Quad bike injuries
by age group, Jan 2005- Dec 2009
Year:

2011

Authors:

Anon

Organisation(s):

Victorian Injury Surveillance Unit (VISU)

Relevance:

Recent statistics on Quad bike injury hospital admissions in Victoria

Data obtained from the Victorian Injury Surveillance Unit (VISU) provides further information on the
nature of non-fatal injuries due to Quad bike use. Victorian hospital admissions between 2005 and
2009 are presented on the basis of age group of the injured person and location of injury in Figures
2 and 3.

Figure 2: Proportion of Victorian hospital admissions for Quad bike injuries by age group,
Jan 2005- Dec 2009. R2
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Figure 3: Proportion of Victorian hospital admissions for Quad bike injuries grouped by
injury site, Jan 2005- Dec 2009.R2
The distribution of age for Victorians injured in Quad bike accidents is similar to that seen in the
data for national fatalities, but with a higher proportion of injuries in the 15-29 and 30-44 years old
age groups. Upper extremities, head/face/neck and trunk were the most common injury sites,
whilst injuries to lower extremities were less common. 82%percent recorded patients were male
and 18% female.
Due to a lack of hard data on the number of Quad bikes currently in operation in Australia and their
typical usage cycle, it is difficult to accurately estimate the risks of injury or death on a per bike, per
hour of use, or kilometres travelled basis. However, a simple calculation is possible using the
FCAI‟s 2010 estimate of 270,000 Quad bikes in use in AustraliaR17, and considering the 20 deaths
recorded in the year to date (November 9th). On this basis the yearly fatality rate currently stands at
around 1 death per 13,500 bikes in use.
Quad bikes currently rank as the leading cause of death on Australian farms, and outnumber
tractor related fatalities two-to-one23. Several obvious parallels can be drawn between Quad bikes
and tractors with regard to the implementation of ROPS or CPDs. Tractor ROPS were made
mandatory and phased in via different timelines, in different states, between 2003 and 2007. Safe
Work Australia‟s 1989-1992 study of tractor fatalities24 was undertaken before ROPS were made
compulsory, and found 40 fatalities due to roll over events. A subsequent survey for the period
2004-07 when ROPS were being phased in, found only 17 deaths due to tractor roll over; a 58%
reduction compared to the earlier sample period. Figure 4 shows these changes, by state, for the
five states with the highest fatality counts, and demonstrates how the application of appropriate
engineering controls can dramatically improve vehicle and farm safety.

Figure 4: Worker fatalities due to tractor roll overs: number by state of death.24
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R3

Investigation of the Net Safety Impact of an Occupant Protection
System from All-Terrain Vehicles
Year:

1993

Authors:

Piziali, R.L., Ayres, T.J., Paver, J.G., Fowler, G. and McCarthy, R.L.

Organisation(s):

Failure Analysis Associates

Relevance:

Experimental testing of injuries sustained by a dummy riding a Quad
bike fitted with Dahle ROPS

In this early work, staff from Failure Analysis Associates in California conducted experimental
crash testing of a Quad bike fitted with a prototype of the ROPS system proposed by Dahle 25. The
dummy was unhelmeted, and no seat belt or restraint system was used. Testing consisted of the
following manoeuvres:
-

Lateral roll overs at 18 - 24 km/h onto soil and rocks.
900 and 3600 rearward pitch-overs at 13 - 14 km/h.
Low barrier, pole, and oblique frontal impact tests at 46 - 47 km/h.

An example of one of these tests is illustrated in Figure 5, and the summary results presented in
Table 4. No tests were conducted using the baseline bike with no ROPS fitted.

Figure 5: Instrumented Hybrid III Dummy on test vehicle fitted with Dahle ROPS.R3
These tests employed relatively high speeds which resulted in a high level of predicted injuries. As
no tests were conducted without the ROPS system for comparison, it is not possible to gauge any
instances where the ROPS might have either minimised (or increased) the recorded injury. It
should be noted that no tests were conducted for low speed lateral rolls or fore-aft pitch overs,
which is the range where this design might reasonably be expected to provide the most benefits.
Based on these tests, Piziali et al. claimed that: “the Dahle ROPS exhibited the potential for
serious injury or death in lateral rollover, rearward pitch over, collision, and oblique frontal impact
accident scenarios.” While strictly correct, such claims are unfairly made, given the severity of the
test scenarios chosen and the lack of any comparative data for the baseline case.
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Table 4: Summary of experimental test results from Quad bike fitted with Dahle ROPS R3

R4

Preliminary analysis of the effects of ATV ROPS on rider injury
potential
Year:

1996

Authors:

Van Auken, R. M. and Zellner, J. W.

Organisation(s):

Dynamic Research Inc. (DRI)

Relevance:

Simulation of injury risk/benefits due to the addition of the T-Bar CPD
and the U-Bar CPD

It is understood that the research presented in this report was commissioned by Quad bike
manufacturers via the Specialty Vehicle Institute of America and undertaken by staff from Dynamic
Research Inc. (DRI), a private consulting firm based in Torrance, California. It describes a series of
computer simulations of roll over of a Quad bike and passive dummy. The baseline bike and rider
was modelled using a proprietary version of the Articulated Total Body (ATB) program, and then
fitted with two different proposed crush protection devices (the UK HSE U-Bar and the NZ T-Bar)
shown in Figure 6.
A total of 43 different Quad bike roll over accident scenarios were simulated based on descriptions
from 105 UK HSE recorded accidents. Some examples of these descriptions are provided in Table
5. Details of the method used to approximately code these cases into the Abbreviated Injury
Scale26 (AIS) are provided in a later paper27.
Due to the limited information contained in these descriptions, many approximations and
assumptions were required to define each case, and then adapt them to a small range of
predefined generic terrain models. The feature sizes in these terrain models were parametrically
controlled by a small number of angles and dimensions. Any data that was provided in the reported
descriptions was applied verbatim to the model (i.e. the 45 degree slope reported in Case 14). The
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simulation results were then used to conduct a risk/benefit analysis based on the injury indices
proposed in ISO 1323228, which is a standard for crash testing two wheeled motorbikes.

Figure 6: Simulated UK HSE U-Bar CPD (Left), NZ T-Bar CPD (Right)R4
Table 5: Examples from the UK HSE descriptions which were modelled by DRI R4
Case
88

40

Description
IP sustained bruising when 4WD Quad bike being reversed onto pick-up
using portable ramps toppled over.
IP traversing steep ground on KAWASAKI 4x4 Quad bike. Overturned
laterally breaking R leg.
DP descending 45' slope on rough pasture when HONDA 4TRAX 300 4x4

14

Quad bike overturned endways crushing him No helmet: severe head
injuries.

24

37

DRIVER KILLED when YAMAHA PRO-HAULER Quad bike overturned after
hitting an obstruction.
DP using HONDA Quad bike for general transport in very strong winds.
Blown off road into ditch. No helmet worn although one available.

Van Auken and Zellner found that:
- Both the U-Bar and T-Bar CPDs decreased the potential for knee dislocation injuries for
both helmeted and unhelmeted riders.
- Both devices also reduced the potential for chest compression and abdomen penetration
injuries for helmeted riders, but found mixed results for unhelmeted riders.
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-

Both devices substantially increased the potential for head injuries.
Both devices increased predicted spinal forces.

Overall, it was claimed that the increased injuries observed due to the fitment of the devices were
caused by device-rider contact, rider trapping or dragging, and changes in the vehicle mass, centre
of gravity location, and vehicle inertia.

R5

All Terrain Vehicle Injuries and Deaths
Year:

2003

Authors:

Rechnitzer, G., Day, L., Grzebieta, R., Zou, R. and Richardson, S.

Organisation(s):

Monash University Accident Research Centre (MUARC)

Relevance:

Simulation of the MUARC proposed ROPS for injury prevention
during lateral roll over events.

The MADYMO simulation program was used to assess the ROPS system proposed by MUARC
and shown in Figure 7. This system incorporates two front-to-rear roll hoops, a seat back with side
bolsters and crossed four point seat belts.

Figure 7: Bare Quad bike and dummy (Left), and bike fitted with proposed MUARC ROPS.R5
A single accident scenario was modelled with the Quad bike travelling across a 300 slope, using
three different initial speeds (7, 20 and 30 km/h). A large rock was modelled in the path of the bike
and used to provoke a lateral roll over event. Tests were made both with and without the proposed
ROPS. Seat belts were always fitted where the ROPS was simulated, and helmets were not used
in any of the tests. Example snap shots from the lowest speed tests conducted are provided in
Figure 8.
These simulations predicted a high probability of potential injury for the 7 km/h non-ROPS case,
and likely death in the two higher speed non-ROPS cases. The likelihood of the bike rolling on top
of the rider was found to be higher for low initial speeds. At higher speeds the unrestrained rider
was thrown from the vehicle in the non-ROPS cases. With the addition of the ROPS structure and
rider restraints the injuries predicted were found to be significantly reduced. No fatalities were
predicted in the three simulated incidents where the MUARC ROPS was employed.
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Figure 8: Example MUARC simulation with no ROPS (Left) and MUARC ROPS (Right).R5

R6

Review and Analysis of MUARC Report “ATV Injuries and Deaths,”
and Additional Simulations and Initial Testing of MUARC ATV Roll
over Protection System (ROPS)
Year:

2004

Authors:

Zellner, J.W., Kebschull, S.A., Van Auken, R.M., Lenkeit, J.F. and
Broen, P.C.

Organisation(s):

Dynamic Research Inc.

Relevance:

Simulation of injury risk/benefits due to the addition of MUARC
ROPS

This report contains a review and analysis of the 2003 MUARC report „All Terrain Vehicle Injuries
and Deaths‟ and additional computer simulations of the ROPS system proposed by MUARC.
Issues identified as part of the review will be examined in Section 6 of this report. The new
computer simulations tested the MUARC ROPS and a baseline Quad bike using 113 accident
scenarios drawn from UK and US government records27. A Motorcycle Anthropomorphic Test
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Dummy (MATD) was used and the test matrix included cases with and without a helmet, and with
and without seat belts. These simulations found that:
-

-

-

R7

None of the three original MUARC roll over cases resulted in predicted fatalities.
In two of the three cases the addition of MUARC ROPS resulted in more injuries than the
baseline Quad bike.
For the additional 113 accident scenarios, the injury risks of fitting the MUARC ROPS were
greater than the injury benefits, with or without belts, in terms of normalised probable injury
cost.
When the belts were used, the MUARC ROPS injury risks to the head, chest, abdomen and
knees were greater than the injury benefits to those regions. This was attributed to a lack
of energy absorption in the ROPS, and leg „flail‟ outside the vehicle.
When belts were not used, ROPS injury risks to all body regions except the abdomen were
greater than the injury benefits to those regions. This was attributed to impacts against and
crushing by the ROPS.

An assessment of the effects of the Robertson V-Bar ROPS on the
risk of rider injury due to overturns resulting from ATV misuse
Year:

2007

Authors:

Muñoz, S., Van Auken, R. M. and Zellner, J. W.

Organisation(s):

Dynamic Research Inc.

Relevance:

Simulation of injury risk/benefits due to the addition of Quad Bar CPD

This report describes the analysis of the injury risks and benefits resulting from the use of the
Robertson V-Bar (since renamed Quad Bar) CPD device29. This device is shown fitted to the bike
model in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Robertson V-Bar (Quad Bar) fitted to simulated Quad bike.R7
DRI‟s computer simulations again used 113 accidents recorded by UK and US authorities27 and
included tests both with and without helmets. The title of this report and its specific reference to
“overturns resulting from ATV [Quad bike] misuse” makes the assertion that these 113 incidents all
occurred as a result of misuse on behalf of the users. Such statements appear to avoid the
implication of any liability on behalf of Quad bike manufacturers for safe design based on
foreseeable use, by attributing blame for these incidents to the riders. This assumption is not
supported by the incident descriptions, many of which describe riders undertaking innocuous,
everyday activities which have ultimately led to their deaths.
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The summary results are reproduced in Table 6 accompanied by substantial foot notes. The
results show a 1% improvement in the risk benefit ratio for helmeted riders due to the addition of
the Quad Bar, and a 29% improvement in this ratio for unhelmeted riders. DRI dismisses these
results as statistically insignificant on the basis that their calculated 95% confidence interval for
these results encompasses the baseline ratio (100%).
Table 6: Summary of injury risk/benefit analysis results, V-Bar (aka: Quad Bar) equipped Quad
bike vs. baseline Quad bike, for 113 accident scenarios, normalized injury costsR7.

Baseline Quad bike
Helmet:
Yes
No (c)

V-Bar ROPS
Helmet:
Yes
No (c)

Risk/Benefit (a) (%)
ICnorm (b)
99 [53, 192]
71 [41,137](d)

(a) Defined

as the sum of all increases in the given injury index, divided by the sum of all decreases in the
given injury index, for a sample of paired comparison accidents, due to the addition of the protective system,
according to ISO 13232. A value of 100 indicates that the injury risk of the protective device is equal to the
injury benefit of the protective device, when summed on a paired comparison basis across the sample of
accidents. A value greater than 100 indicates that the injury risk of the protective device is greater than the
injury benefit of the protective device. A value of 0 indicates no injury risk of the protective device. A value of
7 percent or less is a typical acceptable level for a vehicle occupant protective device.
(b) Denotes Normalized Injury Cost, per ISO 13232-5 (2005).
(c) Likely foreseeable misuse configuration.
(d) Square brackets [ ] denote 95% confidence interval, assuming that the change in ICnorm is normally
distributed. If the confidence interval includes 100%, then the Risk/Benefit ratio is not statistically significantly
different from 100%, i.e., statistically, there is no difference between the magnitude of the risk and the
magnitude of the benefit, and therefore there is no statistically significant net benefit.

R8

Report on the Quad Bar in Relation to ATV Roll over crash
worthiness
Year:

2007

Authors:

Grzebieta, R. and Achilles, T.

Organisation(s):

Monash University Department of Civil Engineering

Relevance:

Simulations of the MUARC ROPS and Quad Bar CPD for nine
scenarios when DRI predicted a fatality due to the use of the MUARC
ROPSR6

Two of the authors from the original MUARC paperR5 present this updated work comprising new
computer simulations of a Quad bike fitted with both their earlier proposed MUARC ROPS and the
Quad Bar CPD29. The study used a subset of nine cases from the 113 cases utilised in the
research conducted by DRIR7. These nine cases were those where DRI simulations predicted a
maximum AIS coding of 6 (fatal) when the MUARC ROPS was employed. Grzebieta and Achilles
observed that no fatalities had occurred in the nine real life case summaries on which these
models were based. An additional tenth case was also included which simulated an Australian
fatality from a concurrent investigation undertaken by one of the authors 30. Grzebieta and Achilles
simulated these cases using the MADYMO biometric model31 using three different bike
configurations: a baseline Quad bike; the baseline bike equiped with a Quad Bar; and the baseline
bike equiped with Monash ROPS (Figure 10). In all cases the rider was modeled without a helmet.
Seatbelts were modeled for all cases where the MUARC ROPS was used.
The addition of the Quad Bar was found to reduce injuries resulting from most rear roll over
scenarios and some low speed, low slope scenarios. The authors observe that the Quad Bar did
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not appear to influence the outcome of higher speed cases on the basis that it provided no
occupant restraint. They also identified some potential for increased risk in frontal roll overs, as the
Quad Bar may come into contact with the rider with the weight of the Quad bike behind it.
Grzebieta further stated that in light of his previous research in this area, it was his considered
opinion the Quad Bar would help mitigate the injuries resulting from roll over type crashes. He
considered that the Quad Bar would help to stop the Quad bike from continuing to roll down the
slope, and restrict it to one quarter roll in cases where: the slope is 20 degrees or less; in rearward
roll overs; and power takeoff cases. In low speed, small slope roll overs similar to the additional
tenth case simulated30, the Quad Bar was observed to provide a space between the Quad bike‟s
mudguards and ground surface for the rider to be able to crawl out from under the bike, and
presumably avoiding the full weight of the bike being exerted upon them.

Figure 10: Range of different ROPS / CPD configurations simulated by MUARC and
Monash University Department of Civil Engineering.R8

R9

Injury risk-benefit analysis of roll over protection systems (ROPS)
for all terrain vehicles (ATVs) using computer simulation, full scale
testing and ISO 13232
Year:

2008

Authors:

Zellner, J.W., Van Auken, R.M., Kebschull, S.A., Munoz, S.

Organisation(s):

Dynamic Research Inc. (DRI)

Relevance:

Simulation of injury risk/benefits due to the addition of 5 different
ROPS or CPDs

In this paper, five different Quad bike ROPS and CPDs were simulated to predict the changes in
injury benefits or risks, based on the same 113 accidents accident scenarios27 used in the prior
DRI workR6, R7. These 113 cases were increased by a factor of six, via the introduction of small
(and unreported) variations which were made to the initial test conditions. The resulting 791 test
cases were run both with and without helmets, and belted and unbelted for designs which used
seat belts. The ROPS and CPDs simulated are shown in Figure 11.
In addition to the simulations, 12 full scale experimental roll over tests were also conducted with
the aim of calibrating the simulations, so that the motion of the dummy and bike were well
correlated during the initial stage of the tests. No correlation was presented regarding the injuries
predicted. These experiments used the base bike, the U-bar, and the T-Bar configurations and the
four scenarios shown in Figure 12.
A summary of the result, expressed as cumulative and normalised injury risk / benefit ratios, with
bracketed 95% confidence intervals, is presented in Table 7.
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Table 7: Summary of normalised risk / benefit results for five Quad bike ROPS or CPDs. R9

Figure 11: Range of different ROPS and CPD configurations simulatedR9. Top row, left to right:
Baseline, Dahle ROPS, Johnson ROPS; Bottom Row, left to right: NZ T-Bar CPD, HSE U-Bar
CPD, MUARC ROPS.

Figure 12: DRI correlation of experimental Quad bike and dummy motion with simulated results.R9
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Based on these results, the authors argue that either the ROPS had no statistically significant net
injury benefit, or if there was a ROPS net benefit, then the ROPS risk/benefit percentage was
much greater than their presumed allowable limit, in this case 12%.

R10 ATV Roll over Protection Structure
Year:

2007

Authors:

Sulman, R., Kapke, P, and Robertson, D.

Organisation(s):

Sulman Forensics, Quad Bar Industries

Relevance:

Structural experimental testing of Quad Bar CPD

This report details the initial static loading tests conducted on an unspecified model of the Quad
Bar. The structure was submitted to loads in the lateral, longitudinal and vertical direction,
according to recommended guidelines provided by the Occupational Safety and Health Service of
New Zealand for the design of Quad bike ROPS / CPDs32. These tests showed that Quad Bar
tested would meet these standards for a Quad bike of mass up to and including 290kg. Pictures
from these tests are shown in Figure 13. This data was subsequently used by both DRI and
Monash researchers to incorporate load deflection characteristics into their computer simulation
models.

Figure 13: Quad Bar static load testing as conducted by Sulman Forensics, Lateral (Left),
Longitudinal (Centre) and Vertical (Right)R10

R11 QB Industries, Quad Bar Tests, Model 401
Year:

2009

Authors:

Ridge, C.J.

Organisation(s):

Ridge Solutions

Relevance:

Structural experimental testing of Quad Bar CPD

This report details further static loading tests conducted on the Quad Bar (Model 401-2009). Like
the Sulman Forensics test, the Quad bar structure was submitted to loads in the lateral,
longitudinal and vertical directions (Figure 14). The author conducted the testing according to the
recommendations of ISO 5700-200633 which is a standard generally used for small tractors
(weighing less than 600 kg and track widths less that 1150 mm) but can be extrapolated to Quad
bikes. The results of this test show that this iteration of the Quad Bar design satisfied the
requirements for a 300 Kg Quad bike.
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Figure 14: Quad Bar static load testing as conducted by Ridge Solutions, Lateral (Left),
Longitudinal (Centre) and Vertical (Right) R11

R12 An assessment of passive roll over protection for Quad Bikes
Year:

2009

Authors:

Snook, C.

Organisation(s):

University of Southern Queensland, Faculty of Engineering and
Surveying

Relevance:

Experimental roll testing of Quad bike fitted with a Quad Bar CPD

This report measured the effectiveness of the Quad Bar CPD in arresting or reducing the roll of a
Quad bike with no rider. Preventing vehicle roll was assumed to reduce likelihood of rider crushing
and entrapment under the vehicle. The „Vehicle Accelerator‟ pictured in Figure 15 was developed
to initiate potential roll events with a range of initial velocities, via variation of the angle of the slide
rails and the initial release height of the platform.

Figure 15: Vehicle Accelerator Quad bike test apparatusR12
The study tested two Quad bikes from different manufacturers (Yamaha and ODES) with different
engine capacities (250cc and 400cc). The vehicle accelerator was used to provoke a range of roll
over modes (both sideways and backwards; Figure 16) onto both flat ground and also down a 200
downhill incline.
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Figure 16: Quad bike side roll test onto flat ground, no Quad Bar (Left), Back roll test down an
incline, with Quad Bar (Right) R12
The result of these tests found that for the bare Quad bike with no bar:
-

-

-

At low speeds on horizontal ground, there was a strong tendency for Quad bikes to roll over
sideways to an upside down position, potentially resulting in entrapment or asphyxiation of
the rider;
At low speeds on sloping ground there was some possibility of the Quad bike coming to
rest in an upside down position;
As Quad bike initial roll speed increased, the likelihood of the bike coming to rest upside
down decreased. However, at times during the roll, little clearance was observed between
the bike and the ground, indicating that the potential for serious injury remained high; and
Low speed back flip of both Quad bikes on sloping ground demonstrated a tendency for the
bike to finish in an upside down condition, with the concomitant risk of trapping the rider.

With regard to the addition of the Quad Bar, it was found that:
-

-

In low speed sideways roll over, the Quad Bar arrested the roll over and prevented the
Quad from resting in a position that could trap and asphyxiate the rider;
In higher speed sideways roll over, the Quad Bar impeded the roll over and prevented the
Quad from resting in a position that could trap and asphyxiate the rider. In all tests the
Quad Bar provided some clearance between the ground surface and the Quad bike seat so
the rider would have been unlikely to be trapped in this space;
In all back flip tests, the Quad Bar arrested the back flip and the Quad bike fell to one side;
and
There were no conditions where the bike with the Quad Bar fitted rested in a position that
was considered more detrimental to rider safety than the bike without protection.

This work demonstrates the success of the Quad Bar device in either preventing a complete roll or
modifying the roll event to potentially reduce the risk and severity of injury to the rider. Even though
no dummy was included in the tests, it appears highly likely that the Quad Bar would result in
significant injury reductions in the roll scenarios tested.

6

Critiques

6.1

Criticisms of the MUARC research

In their review of the MUARC paperR5 “All Terrain Vehicle Injuries and Death”, Zellner et al.R6
identify approximately 80 statements which they claim are either, “errors, omissions or misleading
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in nature.” With respect to the MADYMO computer simulations conducted by MUARC, DRI‟s major
criticisms included:
- The number of roll over cases tested (3) was too small;
- The injury criteria used by MUARC were misinterpreted, and overstated potential injuries;
- The injury criteria and dummy model used was based on car frontal impact and was not
appropriate for lateral roll over cases;
- The ground model used was overly stiff (i.e., like concrete);
- The tests failed to consider likely misuse conditions (no seat belts);
- The MUARC simulations failed to use the existing ISO Standard 13232 for motorcyclist
rider protection, or to explain why the Standard was not used; and
- MUARC simulations deviated significantly from the ISO Standard in the following
respects:
- The rider‟s hands not gripping the handlebars;
- The lack of a Quad bike steering system; and
- Failure to use the ISO MATD dummy.
In conclusion, the DRI critique claimed that the report, conclusions and recommendations provided
by MUARC were “…substantially flawed, overly narrow, and cannot be relied upon, for the reasons
stated. In addition, this Quadbike ROPS concept would have injury risks greater than its injury
benefits, would be unsafe because of reduced pitch stability, and would be impractical in terms of
its reduced mobility, utility and ergonomic capabilities.”

6.2

Criticisms of the DRI research

A number of Australian researchers including StevensonR13, LambertR14, McDonald and
RichardsonR15, and Grzebieta and AchillesR8 have published criticisms of the Quad bike tests and
simulations conducted by DRI, summarised earlier in this review. A number of critical comments
regarding the DRI work are also recorded as a part of the HWSA Trans-Tasman Quad Bike TEG
meeting in 2010, which also included responses from John Zellner who both participated in the
TEG meeting and co-authored many of the DRI papers. The criticisms from each author will be
summarised and examined in turn, along with responses from Mr. Zellner where available.
Stevenson R13 identifies problems with the DRI method used to generate the accident scenarios,
particularly the “substantial assumptions that had to be made”. He further questions DRI‟s
statement that, “emphasis was placed on accurately predicting the dynamic motions of the rider,
Quad bike and ROPS during roll-over, rather than accurately predicting if and when roll-over
occurs,” noting that it is possible that roll-over could have occurred under far less severe conditions
than those modelled in some scenarios, likely resulting in an accident with less severe
consequences. One such case is reworked using more realistic values by Grzebieta and
AchillesR8, and is discussed below. By examining the simulation videos, Stevenson observed that
extreme scenarios (speeds and obstacles) and particularly the overly steep slopes (8 cases at 45
degrees, and 28 cases with slopes greater than 25 degrees, out of a total of 43 cases) caused the
rider to be thrown clear of the bike in around a quarter of cases. This resulted in no potential for
rider protection due to the addition of CPDs, and a large number of cases returning a Risk/Benefit
ratio near 100% (i.e. neutral, the same with or without a CPD). Due to the fact that the Risk/Benefit
results are averaged across all tests, these cases count to reduce the potential benefit of the CPDs
tested, thereby making it all but impossible for the devices to reach DRI‟s assumed „legally safe‟
Risk/Benefit ratio of 7% (which is discussed in more detail below). Stevenson‟s subjective
observation of the simulation videos led him to conclude that the CPDs appeared effective in 17
out of 30 side roll cases, but due to the very steep slopes and friction coefficients assumed the
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Quad bike continued to drag the rider down unrealistically long slopes (perhaps 50 m in length),
potentially inflicting more injuries in the process and masking the benefits of the CPDs. Based on
his questions about the accuracy of the modelling and the validity of the scenarios described,
Stevenson rejects DRI‟s recommendations that CPDs should not be fitted to Quad bikes, and
further states that DRI‟s work should not be given as reason not to proceed with the development
of Quad bike ROPS/CPDs.
Lambert’s review R14 of the DRI research finds a number of deficiencies in the way the quad bike
is modelled and reported including a lack of front axle characteristics, tyre vertical and horizontal
factors, shock absorber characteristics, deformation values for Quad bike surfaces and no
information on how fuel tank fluid is modelled. The dummy position used was considered to be
incorrect and unrealistic principally because no attempt was made to lean the torso up-slope (as a
human rider would be inclined to do), or to the inside of the corner when simulating a turn.
Lambert considered the friction factors assumed used in the DRI work “unreal”, and noted that four
out of the six terrain types modelled (and used in a third of cases) had very different surface
characteristics adjacent to each other mostly with no justification based on the descriptions27. More
generally, Lambert found that only 29 (13%) of the 215 data values inputted into the models were
supported by the HSE case data, and cases where bikes were modelled on a slope of 45 degrees
were considered, “a physical impossibility”. In minutes of the HWSA TEG ReportR16, Zellner
acknowledges and quantifies the nature of the reported incident data used by DRI, stating that, “Of
the minimum of 17 key variables needed to test or simulate an overturn, the UK/US database had
a minimum of 2 variables, a maximum of 17 variables, and an average of 8 variables”. Lambert
identifies that the DRI modelling crucially lacks any capability to predict rider asphyxiation, which is
the leading cause of Quad bike overturn deaths in Australia. His review concludes with the
observation that only 1 of the 59 HSE cases simulated by DRI appears to deliver an injury
prediction which is consistent with the actual reported event, indicating that ”the quad bike
computer model, the Hybrid III dummy computer modelling, and the terrain and surface conditions
inputs are all deficient.”
The report by McDonald and RichardsonR15 was prepared in response to their stated
dissatisfaction with the HWSA Trans-Tasman Working Party on „Quad Bike Safety‟, in which they
participated. By their own claims, they attempted to contribute to the report prepared by John
Zellner, but independently found that they were unable to integrate their views into the draft R16. As
the process did not allow the submission of a minority report, they clearly stated their concerns in
this separate document which contains a detailed analysis and critique of Zellner‟s simulation of
the Quad Bar CPD. They found that, “the work is invalid and draws false conclusions. Further, the
conclusions drawn have been misread.” This judgement was based on their analysis of the DRI
simulation results and like Lambert they observed that only a very small percentage (6.5%)
appeared potentially valid when compared with the actual report injuries. They noted that the DRI
results caused the ratio of trunk to head injuries to be inexplicably modified:
-

For Critical AIS 5& 6, the actual ratio was 3: 1 (75%); in the simulation it was 0: 25
(0%).

-

For all AIS 1-6, the ratio of the actual data was 2.4: 1 (41%); in the simulation it was 1:
25 (4%).

Furthermore, if the injury is categorised according to body regions using the AIS:
-

The trunk‟s percentage of injuries, (AIS 1-6) changed from 71% (actual) to 4%
(simulation), which reflects a reduction from 50 (actual) to 4 (predicted) i.e. a 12.5
times decrease.

-

The percentage change in head injuries (AIS 1-6), was from 29% (actual) to 96%
(simulation). Head only injuries were found to increase from a total of 17 (actual) to 99
(simulated) i.e. a 5.8 times increase. Face injury increased from 7 (actual) to 27
(predicted) i.e. a 3.8 times increase.
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They observed that this unexplained change in the nature of injuries predicted, and marked
decrease in trunk injuries removed much of the potential for the Quad Bar or any other potential
CPD to demonstrate a reduction of the injuries that they are primarily designed to prevent.
McDonald and Richardson reject DRI‟s judgement on the effectiveness of this device, by observing
that it is made on the basis of an unfair comparison between uncorrelated and unrepresentative
simulation results.
Zellner (one of the authors of the DRI papers) personally responded to this observation during the
HWSA TEG meeting, and the ensuing discussion is recorded in the endnotes of that report R16. In
multiple instances, including Note #31 he dismissed criticism of the lack of correlation of the DRI
simulations, stating that the real and simulated accidents involved entirely different sets of riders
and vehicles, so any attempt to correlate the two was not appropriate. He further concedes that,
“such fatal injuries do occur and they are not denied, it‟s just that they do not occur in the 113
general types of overturn modelled”. Zellner cited the 12 full scale experimental overturn tests
undertaken in his 1996 paperR4, as apparent proof of adequate dynamic correlation of the Quad
bike and dummy motion between the simulations and physical tests, given that this high speed
video analysis returned an average correlation coefficient of r2=0.91. The HWSA TEG disagreed
with this response, and noted that a correlation of injuries should be made, in order to demonstrate
the ultimate validity of the modelling.
One key critique of the DRI work is their application of ISO 13232-5 Annex E28 to determine the
acceptable ratio of simulated risk/benefit. The relevance, appropriateness and scope of their
interpretation of this standard have been questioned by McDonald, Richardson and Lambert. DRI
claim that generally, acceptable vehicle occupant protective devices must have a risk/benefit
percentage of 7 percent or less (i.e., the summed injury risks from the protective device are 7
percent or less of the summed injury benefits). The DRI papers consider systems with greater
injury risk/benefit to be unacceptable on the basis of examples drawn from the US and Europe 34, 35,
36
, and state that such systems or devices must be rejected or substantially modified before they
can be implemented. McDonald, Richardson and Lambert highlight the fact that this actual
standard finds no such requirement for compliance with this claimed 7 percent rule. To the contrary
and in its own words, the risk benefit calculations provided in Annex E are provided with the aim of
being “informative”, “potentially useful”, and “a suggested reference guideline”. It invites users “to
develop other guidelines, or have no particular guideline, depending on the research”.
Furthermore, the standard clearly states that, “ISO 13232 does not apply to testing for regulatory or
legislation purposes.”
As discussed in Section 5, Grzebieta and AchillesR8 re-ran nine accident cases where DRI
simulationsR6 predicted fatalities when the MUARC ROPS was employed. Interestingly none of
these cases recorded fatalities based on the actual accident descriptions. In addition to this, their
examination of these cases illustrated serious issues with DRI‟s interpretation of the accident
descriptions, and questions several instances where the simulation videos appear to indicate
injuries for the baseline Quad bike which are not accounted for in the results. These issues are
summarised on a case by case basis in Table 8.
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Table 8: Summary of issues identified with DRI modelling of nine predicted fatality scenarios using
MUARC ROPS
Case 1:

Potential neck injury oversight in baseline Quad simulation (see Figure 17) and a
failure to model important features of the case description (i.e. a fence the rider
was thrown into). Excessive speed (52 km/h) assumed.

Case 2:

Extreme slope angle (45 degrees) and long length of slope assumed.

Case 3:

Extreme slope angle (45 degrees) and long length of slope modelled, despite
reference to the slope being “short”.

Case 4:

Extreme speed (48 km/h) simulated.

Case 5:

Extreme slope angle (45 degrees) and long length of slope assumed. Modelling
simulated an overturn, despite the description specifically noting the bike did not
overturn.

Case 6:

Potential neck injury oversight in baseline Quad simulation (see Figure 18),
Extreme slope angle (45 degrees) assumed. (The case summary indicates a hill
angle of 77 degrees and a speed of 81 mph or 141 km/h which is clearly beyond
the operational ability of Quad bikes).

Case 7:

The DRI simulation causes the bike to overturn in the wrong direction.

Case 8:

Extreme speed (56 km/h) simulated.

Case 9:

Long length of slope assumed.

The MUARC simulation results produced only one likely fatal outcome given the use of MUARC
ROPS in Case 8 which was a high speed (56 km/h) overturn, whereas DRI predicted all these
cases as likely fatalities with the MUARC ROPS. This dramatic difference in the simulation results
produced by different researchers for the same case scenarios demonstrates the large amount of
variability, inconsistency and disagreement in the field. This, coupled with a general disregard for
any significant correlation with the number or type of injuries simulated, contributes to a very low
level of confidence in any of the conclusions drawn from these simulations.
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Figure 17: Case 1, DRI modelling of baseline Quad bike, apparent heavy compression and
bending of neck during 52 km/h overturn, no neck injury reported.R8

Figure 18: Case 6, DRI modelling of baseline Quad bike, apparent heavy compression and 90
degree bending of neck due to compaction by bike, AIS 1 (minor) head and neck injury reported. R8

7

Industry and Stakeholder Position Statements

The Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries (FCAI) is an industry body which represents the
major importers and distributors of Quad bikes within Australia, including Suzuki, Honda, Yamaha,
Kawasaki, Polaris and Bombardier. These companies claim to account for 98% of new Quad bike
sales each year in Australia. In their position paper from January 2010R17, the distributors strongly
oppose the fitment of any type of ROPS or CPD to Quad bikes. They claim that the respective
parent manufacturing companies have “exhaustively examined and rejected” ROPS/CPDs as
potential safety enhancements for Quad bikes. The research by DRIR9 and Failure Analysis
AssociatesR3 examined in this review is referenced in support of their claim. These works contain
no evidence of any designs proposed by the manufacturers themselves, only criticisms of ROPS or
CPDs proposed by other individuals such as Dahle and institutions such as MUARC. The following
reasons are listed as to why the FCAI believes ROPS/CPDs are unsuitable for Quad bikes. The
reviewers‟ assessment of the potential validity of each point is provided below.
Raise the centre of gravity of the Quad bike;
In general ROPS/CPDs will raise the centre of gravity of the Quad bike, but in the case of
small and light CPDs such as the Quad Bar, not by any margin which would significantly
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affect the stability of the vehicleR14. Much larger changes would be observed due to riders
of different sizes and heights or the fitment of additional manufacturer approved equipment
such as a spray tank.
Revealed injury risks similar to, or greater in magnitude than, their respective injury
benefits;
This statement is based on the research conducted by DRI, which is unreliable given the
many issues identified in this review.
Impacted or crushed the rider‟s head, spine and/or chest in roll overs, pitchovers, tumbling
type overturns and when riding over rough terrain and obstacles;
Again, this statement is based on the research conducted by DRI, which is unreliable given
the issues identified in this review. The bare Quad bike was equally capable of inflicting the
same injuries in the simulations.
Inhibited rider (natural) separation or escape in overturns;
This statement is correct for earlier ROPS designs (i.e. Dahle, Johnson, MUARC) but is not
a valid criticism of the Quad BAR CPD, which does allow rider separation in overturn via
the “dismount pathway” reported by Moore37 and discussed by the HWSA TEGR16.
Without restraints, to act as a rigid external projection which is highly injurious to the rider;
This statement implies that without restraints any rigid external projection is highly injurious
to the rider, and criticises ROPS / CPDs while neglecting the wide range of manufacturer
endorsed equipment (spray tanks, bull bars, cargo racks) which would also qualify as rigid
external projections, and could be argued would generate much greater potential for injury
in an over turn.
With restraints, to transmit large g-forces to the rider (ie, because of small vehicle mass),
increasing injuries and fatalities.
This statement refers only to ROPS which incorporate rider restraints, and as such does
not apply to CPDs without restraints such as the Quad Bar.
In relation to the Quad Bar specifically, the Quad bike distributors claim that it is “no different to any
other Quad bike ROPS design that has been put forward over the past two decades and will, if
fitted, subject Quad bike operators to a risk of injury that cannot be justified by any supposed
benefits”. As illustrated above, the Quad Bar is clearly very different to earlier and more substantial
ROPS designs and should not be rejected on the same basis.
The Australian Centre for Agricultural Health and Safety takes a very different stance in their Policy
paper from December 2010R18.
The authors reference the reviews by McDonald and
R15
R14
Richardson
and Lambert
which „call into serious question the existing „manufacturer
supported research”, and casts doubt on the legitimacy of the modelling, assumptions and
scenarios used by DRI. The ACAHS claims that the body of evidence supporting the use of a roll
over protective device for Quad bikes is growing, offering the research from Monash UniversityR8
and the University of Southern QueenslandR12 as evidence of this trend. The position paper
concludes by stating that, “there is an exceptionally strong case to recommend the adoption of
suitably tested protective devices to minimize the risk of death and serious injury from rollovers of
quad bikes.” This stance appears reasonable and justified in light of this review.
The Royal Australasian College of Surgeons takes a more moderate line in their policy position
from August 2011R19, encouraging further research into the design and development of roll over
protection and also Quad bike specific helmets. Additional measures such as increased rider
training, the mandatory fitment of speed limiters, and age based restrictions (over 16yo only) are
also proposed to help mitigate “the seriousness and frequency of injuries caused by riding Quad
bikes.”
Finally, in a media release from May 2011R20, Cesar Melhem Secretary of the Australian Workers‟
Union in Victoria announced a ban on the use of Quad bikes in Victorian workplaces unless a CPD
was fitted and the rider was appropriately trained in their use. Melhem highlights the “frightening”
statistic that more Quad bike riders die in agricultural settings each year than do in the mining
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industry. The reliance on active riding is cited as evidence that such machines are operating at the
limit of their stability. Melhem further states that the use of CPDs “would protect many riders in
rollovers”, and “instructions on how to ride them safely and information on their tragic history must
be given to every person expected to use one in the course of work.”

8

Summary Overview

In light of the evidence examined this review makes the following summary conclusions:

8.1

Quad Bike Fatalities in Australia:
Quad bikes are the leading cause of death on Australian farms;
Roll over incidents are responsible for around half of these fatalities;
Roll over deaths were primarily associated with asphyxiation or respiratory difficulty, head
injury, chest and spine injuries;
Children and older people account for more than 80% of roll over deaths.

8.2

UK HSE and US CPSC Accident scenarios:
The brief and limited Quad bike accident descriptions provided by the UK Health and Safety
Executive and the US Consumer Product Safety Committee were used extensively by DRI
(and consequently Grzebieta and Achilles) in their computer simulations.
These accident scenarios relate to UK and US conditions and usage patterns, which may
not be relevant in the Australian context. Recreational riders form a large portion of the
Quad bike population in the US compared to Australia, where the majority of users and
fatalities are found in an agricultural work place setting. The circumstances and relative
proportion of accident types is very likely to be different for these different user populations,
hence they should not be used to determine the effectiveness of CPDs for Australian
users.
The UK and US cases contain a very high proportion of low severity and non-permanent
injuries (AIS 1, 2), and even some cases where no injury was recorded. The inclusion of a
large number of such injury scenarios has the potential to significantly dilute the potential
advantages of any device which is designed to prevent more serious injuries and fatalities.
This is a significant issue given the Risk/Benefit ratio of 7% which has been demanded by
groups opposing the fitment of ROPS and CPDs.
Inconsistencies in DRI‟s interpretation of the AIS coding, and their decision to classify
fatalities due to asphyxiation as AIS 9 (unknown or unspecified) rather than AIS 6 (Fatal),
further skewed the proportion of injuries towards the low end of the AIS scale.
There is no evidence to indicate that the accident scenario descriptions are in fact reliable
in the first instance. The descriptions are extremely brief and anecdotal in nature, rather
than systematic measurements. They were likely recorded by emergency services teams
(police or medical staff) rather than qualified forensic investigators, and may contain any
number of unstated and unreliable assumptions. Where slope angles have been recorded,
a large proportion appears to have been both overstated and generalised as being „45
degrees‟, which is highly improbable in practice.
Disregarding the potential inaccuracies, in all instances the incident descriptions provided
contained insufficient information to completely define the accident scenario.
In one of their papers DRI chose to increase the total number of accident scenarios by a
factor of six, by introducing minor variations in the initial conditions for each case. DRI
claimed that this was done to increase the number of statistical degrees-of-freedom in their
risk-benefit analysis. No detailed information is provided on the magnitude of these
variations or the observed differences in the results.
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8.3

Computer Simulations:

8.3.1 Modelling Programs
Various simulation programs including MADYMO, ATB and MATD were adapted and
used by researchers to model Quad bike accident scenarios. A large number of
shortcomings were identified with each model. Most importantly, none had the capability
to predict asphyxiation fatalities which account for a large proportion of Australian Quad
bike deaths.

8.3.2 Choice of Terrains Modelled
Several issues were identified with the methods used to model the different terrain,
particularly the ground stiffness, energy absorption, friction coefficients, and the extreme
length of the slopes commonly modelled. These factors appear to have generated
somewhat unrealistic roll dynamics. Due to the tendency of the bike to keep bouncing
down the steep and lengthy slopes simulated, the bike almost never comes to rest upon
the rider, which is a common occurrence and cause of death in local fatality reports.

8.3.3 Experimental Correlation
The experimental correlation tests conducted by DRI only compare the motions of Quad
bike and rider in the initial stages of the accident. These tests were found to be completely
insufficient in proving any correlation with the motion of the bike and rider after it makes
contact with the ground, and consequently the actual injuries recorded by the case
descriptions.

8.3.4 Correlation between Simulated and Actual Injuries
The DRI research in particular caused a substantial and unexplained shift in the nature of
the injuries predicted, dramatically over-predicting head injuries and virtually eliminating
chest injuries. This may be due to the fact that DRI adapted their proprietary version of
this model to better simulate head injuries. This dramatic shift in location of the predicted
injuries could have exaggerated the benefits of helmet usage and underestimated the
benefits due to the fitment of appropriately designed CPDs.

8.3.5 The application of ISO 13232-5 for calculating Risk / Benefit Ratios
The method described by ISO 13232 for calculating risk benefit ratios was found to be
extremely susceptible to influences from a range of factors including: the population of test
scenarios chosen; the inherent variability in each of these cases; and the accounting used
to compare minor, non-permanent injuries with fatalities. The proposed acceptable Risk /
Benefit ratio of 7% mentioned in the Standard and supported by DRI was based on nonQuad bike examples from the USA and Europe, which may not be appropriate for this
issue. The standard by its own admission is not binding and clearly states that users may
elect to develop other guidelines, or have no particular guidelines, depending on the
nature of the research.

8.4

Experimental Tests:
Experimental tests conducted by the University of Southern Queensland indicate that the
Quad Bar CPD is successful in arresting and preventing the roll of a bare Quad bike (no
dummy) for both side roll and back flip scenarios. The reviewers consider these results to
be the most reliable indication (to date) of the potential effectiveness of the Quad Bar and
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other similar CPDs in preventing rider injuries and fatalities due to low speed roll over
incidents.

8.5 Static Structural Tests:
Results from static structural tests of the Quad Bar indicate that it meets the recommended
guidelines provided by the Occupational Safety and Health Service of New Zealand for the
design of Quad bike CPDs, and also ISO 5700-2006 guidelines relating to small tractors
ROPS, for a Quad bike weight of up to 300 kg.

8.6 Industry/Association Positions:
The FCAI‟s strong opposition to the fitment of CPDs in general and the Quad Bar in
particular is based largely on the research produced by Failure Analysis Associates and
DRI. Their reasons for rejecting such devices are not supported by this review.
The ACAHS‟s support for the use of appropriately designed CPDs such as the Quad Bar
was considered reasonable and justified, in light of the doubts surrounding the American
research and the favourable results of the USQ‟s experimental tests and the recent Monash
University simulations.
The Victorian Branch of the AWU and its position to ban the use of Quad bikes not fitted
with some form of CPD is understandable given the number of fatal incidents and
information provided by other experts in the field. The AWU has also raised the issue of a
lack of design standard and appropriate rider training.
The RACS encourages further research into the design and development of ROPS or
CPDs for Quad bikes. Such research is clearly needed to quantify potential benefits and to
determine the most effective form of such protection, ultimately culminating in design
standards and specifications.

8.7 Conclusion
This review identifies serious issues with the simulation methods used and the nature of incidents
tested to predict the effect of crush protection devices on Quad bike roll over injuries and fatalities.
Limited experimental and simulation results indicate that the Quad Bar crush protection device
demonstrates potential to reduce rider harm in such events. Further research should be
commissioned by government bodies and conducted by researchers with experience in the field to
fully quantify these potential benefits.

9

Recommendations

It is recommended that:
1. A working group containing representatives from the major stakeholders in this issue be
formed and asked to plan out and agree on the nature and specification of future research
activities before they are undertaken.
2. A new incident dataset be developed based on Australian and perhaps New Zealand Quad
bike fatality reports. This dataset should be used for future simulations into the
effectiveness of crush protection devices.
3. A preliminary standard be proposed for the design and specification of Quad bike CPDs,
perhaps based upon the existing New Zealand guidelines, or those for Tractor ROPS.
4. Funding is sourced from government or OH&S regulatory bodies for additional research
into Quad bike crush protection devices.
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5. The research is undertaken by researchers in Australia with expertise in this field.
6. Any proposed working group consider conducting the following new research:
Experiments:
Basic Quad bike lateral roll, forward flip and back flip tests for a range of speeds
and slope angles should be conducted using an instrumented dummy. The „Vehicle
Accelerator‟ developed by The University of Southern Queensland could be utilised
for these tests. Such tests should confirm and quantify the level of injury protection
provided by CPDs such as the Quad Bar, for these incident types.
Simulations:
Computer simulations should be used to accurately correlate the experimental tests,
on the basis of both dummy and bike motions, and recorded injuries. Providing
adequate correlation can be achieved, these simulations can be extended to
incorporate additional generic overturn events (which are more difficult to reproduce
experimentally) and the proposed new injury dataset containing Australian fatality
scenarios.
In-the-field data gathering:
Fit a large sample (>100) of Quad bikes currently being used by farmers with light
weight and inexpensive devices which are capable of recording video,
accelerations, speed and map position of the bike whilst it is being used in the field.
Data gathered from this study would provide insight into the operational
characteristics of Quad bikes, and quite likely some examples of loss of control and
roll over events. It is acknowledged that some proportion of this sample population
will include bikes fitted with CPDs which would provide useful additional data as to
the effectiveness of such devices.
7. In the meantime, regulatory bodies should consider the use of the Quad Bar CPD (or an
equivalent device) for riders who use Quad bikes at low speeds in the workplace or for
recreational use. This device appears to provide potential to reduce injuries and fatalities,
particularly those arising from low speed lateral roll and back flip events.
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APPENDIX A: The Principal Investigators
Dr Scott Wordley
Dr Wordley is a lecturer and research fellow in the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering at Monash University. His research interests include: vehicle design and development,
vehicle modelling and simulation, automotive aerodynamics, computer aided design and design
pedagogy. Dr Wordley has critically reviewed hundreds of technical research reports in his role as
a university researcher and prepared test reports for a range of companies including: Ford, Holden,
MaxiTrans, The Australian Institute of Sport, The New South Wales Institute of Sport, Holden
Racing Team, Gary Roger Motorsport and MEL Consultants. He has published a number of papers
as part of the Society of Automotive Engineers International.

Dr Bruce Field
Dr Field is the principal of BW Field Pty Ltd, a forensic engineering company. He was formerly an
Associate Professor in the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at Monash
University, and is currently an Honorary Associate Professor in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering at the University of Melbourne.
Dr Field specialises in industrial accident
investigations, with a focus on agricultural and on-farm incidents. He has prepared hundreds of
reports for clients including insurance companies, WorkSafe investigators, legal firms, and for the
Victorian Police and the Victorian Coroner. He has presented expert evidence in the Supreme,
County and Magistrates courts.
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